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What Is Product Marketing Anyway?

● Messaging

The core ideas and messages a company wants to communicate 
about its brand, products, or services to its target audience.

● Positioning

How a company wants its brand, products or services to be 
perceived compared to competitors in the minds of the target 
audience.

● Value propositions

The tangible benefits and value a customer gets from using a 
company's products/services
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What Is Product Marketing Anyway?
Using Instant Stamppot As An Example

● Messaging

Make stamppot the fast and easy way

● Positioning

Unlike other ready-made Stamppots, ours matches Oma's traditional taste..

● Value propositions:

○ Oma's Recipe Simplified - All the flavor without having to cycling between 
Utrecht and Eindhoven while waiting for it to cook!

○ Traditional Taste - You’re back to Oma's kitchen with one delicious bite.
○ New Traditions - A classic stamppot recipe, adapted for modern life.
○ Hearty and rewarding - The perfect team building meal after a long day 

installing Kubernetes!
○ No Cycling Required - Forget rushing to the store on your fiets for limp 

Spinach. Just add water and your Stamppot is ready in minutes!

€1

Mmmmmm!*

*May contain Raisins and Gravel
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Platform brand, identity, etc.

Sources: BT Canvas team; MB.io; Duke Energy; Allstate; "Take DevOps to 11 and Sprinkle Cloud on it with Rainbows and Unicorns," Matt Curry, s1p 2017. “Improve Developer Productivity with Platform as a Product,” VMware Explore, Nov. 2022.
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Building A Community
Marketing Your Platform As A Product

Advocacy is vital

● Hire a full-time advocate on the team from day one!

● Organizes & Attends Roadshows/Conferences

● Gathers developer feedback for the product

● Shares knowledge and trains others

● Participates in & contributes to the community

This role could be 
filled by someone 
you already know!

Advocate for the 
platform AND 
Advocate for the 
users



10 Easy Platform Marketing Ideas

1. Create a one-page flyer highlighting the key 
benefits and value proposition of your platform. 
Distribute via email and post copies in office 
common areas.

2. Launch a X.com account for your platform focused 
on sharing developer tips, platform updates, and 
community engagement.

3. Set up a "Getting Started" page on your platform 
with links to documentation, tutorial videos, free 
trials. Promote it on social media.

4. Identify a developer evangelist to serve as a 
reference and quote them in case studies. Offer a 
gift to compensate them for their time.

5. Survey developers to identify pain points and 
friction. Use feedback to guide improvements and 
communicate how you're addressing concerns.

6. Spend time in forums developers use (or set one 
up). Offer assistance and gently mention your 
platform as a solution when relevant.

7. Create stickers and t-shirts with your platform 
brand/logo to generate interest and recognition. 
Offer as free giveaways.

8. Sponsor an open source project related to your 
platform and have your developers contribute.

9. Send new developers a personalized onboarding 
email introducing the platform and linking 
resources.

10. Re-post developer advocates and community 
members posts on social media when they share 
platform updates.



7 Platform Marketing Gotchas

1. Overly technical focus - Platform engineers can 
get overly focused on technical design, losing sight 
of messaging and promotion needed for adoption. 
Even the best platform struggles without active 
marketing. (Coté, 2022)

2. "Build it and they will come" mindset - Platform 
teams often wrongly think launching is enough. 
Without investing in marketing and engagement, 
platforms will fail to gain adoption. Without 
investing in branding, messaging, advocacy and 
developer engagement, most platforms will fail to 
build awareness and adoption. (Coté, 2022)

3. Not my problem - Platform engineers may wish to 
leave promotion to others. However, building 
feedback routes and gaining developer empathy 
should be integral to platform teams.

4. I don’t like marketing - Developers in platform 
roles may avoid marketing activities like branding 
and speaking, seeing it as hype. But marketing is 
crucial.

5. Messaging not tailored to developers - Platform 
teams without marketing experience often 
struggle to create messaging that resonates.
 

6. Myopic, anemic platforms - Platforms designed 
only for internal use-cases reflect a lack of 
understanding of the wider opportunities. If a 
platform fails to respect industry inertia, adoption 
will suffer. 

7. Documentation - Teams who fail to document the 
platform often struggle with growing both 
adoption and consumption.
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Think About The Developer Journey
And Use Your Platform To Support It

➔ What does it do? Why Should I Use It? How Do I Use it?

◆ Create Beautiful TechDocs To Impress & Educate 

➔ What Does The Platform Consist Of?

◆ Create A Software Catalog To Show Off The Architecture

➔ What Standards/Conventions/Approaches Work Best?

◆ Codify Your Best Practices Into Application Accelerators

Help your developers 
make great choices. 

Ensure that using the 
platform the easy 
choice. 

Encourage them 
contribute to the 
platform in any way.

Help them advocate for 
the platform to others.

Benus: Make the 
getting started 
experience GREAT!

DEMO
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20Application Accelerators



Thank you!
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